VISION 2020 GOALS

Vision 2020 Goals
Over the past decade, we have measured and reported on 12 voluntary goals with a 2010 baseline, aimed at creating value for our
stakeholders while improving our impact on people and the planet. We’re on pace to achieve or exceed most of these goals by the
end of 2020, but we recognize that there is still work to do. The next generation of our company’s goals, Vision 2030, reflect our
commitment to be a more sustainable corporation—one that generates profits for its shareowners while protecting the planet and
improving people’s lives. See the reverse side for more on Vision 2030.

Sustaining Forests

Investing in People

F I B E R C E R T I F I C AT I O N

SAFETY

Goal: Increase third-party certified fiber by 35%

Goal: Injury-free workplace

2019 Progress:

2019 Progress:

47%

increase in certified
fiber volume

65%

reduction in serious
safety incidents

R E C YC L I N G

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Goal: Increase recovery of old corrugated containers
(OCC) by 15% by exploring new sources and diverting
usable fiber from landfills

Goal: Measure and report on our charitable support
for hunger, education, health and wellness and disaster
relief in our communities

2019 Progress:

2019 Progress:

63%

increase in
recovery of OCC

Improving Our Planet

more than

$134 million

donated to charitable organizations since 2010,
including more than $24 million in 2019

E N E R G Y E F F I C I E N CY

GHG EMISSIONS

Goal: Improve efficiency in purchased energy
use by 15%

Goal: Reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
(direct and indirect) by 20%

2019 Progress:

2019 Progress:

5%

improvement in purchased
energy efficiency

22%

reduction in GHG
emissions

W AT E R S T E W A R D S H I P

AIR EMISSIONS

Goal: Integrate water management into regular facility
assessment and proactively
engage with stakeholders in communities to address
water-related issues within the watershed

2019 Progress:

2019 Progress: Updated water risk framework and
continued annual facility assessments; 70% of mills
engaging local stakeholders on water

Goal: Reduce air emissions (PM, SO2, NOX ) by 30%

49%

reduction in air
emissions

W AT E R Q U A L I T Y
S U P P LY C H A I N
Goal: Establish processes promoting transparency,
managing risk by monitoring and identifying
opportunities to collaborate with suppliers
2019 Progress: Evolved Supplier Code of Conduct
to Third Party Code of Conduct to include all third
parties across supply chain and expanded risk
monitoring processes

Goal: Reduce mill water discharges of
oxygen-depleting substances to receiving streams by 15%
2019 Progress:

28%

decrease in oxygen-depleting
substances

SOLID WASTE
Goal: Reduce manufacturing waste
to landfills by 30% and ultimately to zero.

F I B E R E F F I C I E N CY
Goal: Reduce fiber lost in the manufacturing
process to less than 0.75%

2019 Progress:

19%

reduction in manufacturing
waste to landfills

2019 Progress:

.63%

fiber loss from
reporting mills in 2019

To learn more about our Vision 2020 Goals, please visit: InternationalPaper.com/vision-2020
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VISION

2030

BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE FOR PEOPLE,
THE PLANET AND OUR COMPANY

Our new Vision 2030 goals demonstrate our commitment to building a better future for people, the planet and our
company. Composed of four goals and eight corresponding targets, this commitment includes fewer, more ambitious
objectives that will accelerate our progress toward achieving our Vision of being among the most successful, sustainable
and responsible companies in the world. We are on a path to achieve or exceed most of our Vision 2020 goals by
December 2020 (see reverse side).

GOALS:
HEALTHY & ABUNDANT FORESTS

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS

Lead forest stewardship efforts globally

Improve our climate impact and advance
water stewardship

TARGETS:

TARGETS:

Source

Reduce our Scope
1, 2 & 3 greenhouse
gas emissions by

100

%

of our fiber from sustainably managed forests
or recovered fiber while safeguarding forests,
watersheds and biodiversity
Conserve and restore

35

%

aligned with the best-available climate science

Reduce our water use by

25

%

1 MILLION

and implement context-based water
management plans at all mills

acres (400,000 hectares) of ecologically
significant forestland

THRIVING PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES

RENEWABLE SOLUTIONS

Promote employee well-being by providing safe,
caring and inclusive workplaces and strengthen
the resilience of our communities

Accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy
through innovative fiber-based products

TARGETS:

TARGET:

Achieve

ZERO

injuries for employees
and contractors

Improve the lives of

100

million
people in our
communities

Achieve

30

%

overall representation of
women and 50% women
in salaried positions.
Implement regional
diversity plans,
including 30% minority
representation in U.S.
salaried positions

Advance circular solutions throughout
our value chain and create innovative
products that are

100%

reusable, recyclable or compostable

To learn more visit: InternationalPaper.com/vision2030
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